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RHODODENDRON METEOR. 
[Plate 529.] 

5S a liardy, ornamental, flowering slirub, 

the Rhododendron or Rose-bay may 

almost aspire to dispute the place of 

honour with the Rose, though she is recog¬ 

nised as the queen of flowers. True, the 

flowering season is shorter, but it is glorious, 

and of fair duration ; true, the blossoms 

are scentless, but they are gorgeous in the 

brilliancy and enchanting in the variety of 

their colours. On the other hand; the 

plant is presentable—a handsome evergreen 

bush—throughout the whole year, if due care 

be taken to select from the many varieties 

which have that most desirable quality of bear¬ 

ing bold and ample foliage, and retaining it 

sufficiently long to keep the branches well 

clothed. The habit of the best varieties of 

Rhododendron is dense and well furnished, 

and when large bushes in considerable quantity 

are seen, dotted over with their noble and 

many-hued flower-trusses, the rich pictorial and 

startling effect is utterly beyond the conception 

of those who have never witnessed it. 

Amongst the varieties of Rhododendron 

which can be recommended for their brilliancy 

of colour, is that called Meteor, which was 

raised by Mr. Anthony Waterer, of Knap Hill, 

near Woking, to whom we are indebted for 

the opportunity of figuring it. In this case, 

both the leaves and the flower-head have been 

somewhat reduced to come within the com¬ 

pass of our page; but enough is shown to in¬ 

dicate the broad, flat, deep-green foliage, and 

the large, compact trusses of flowers, these being 

amongst the brightest in colour which have 

been hitherto obtained—»a carmine-scarlet, 

which in the sunshine is almost dazzling, and 

which is very fairly indicated, though by no 

means actually reproduced, by the accompany¬ 

ing example of chromolithography. When to 

this brilliant colour is added the relief afforded 

by the spotting of the upper segments, and 

the high qualities of size combined with first- 

rate form and substance, the result is a variety 

of great intrinsic beauty and merit, a novelty 

which can honestly be recommended as forming 

one of the most striking ornaments of the 

American garden.-—T. Moore. 

TULIPS—CLASSIFICATION: CULTURE. fOWARDS florists with their own par¬ 

ticular flowers, grown less to make a 

garden gay than for their own in¬ 

trinsic interest and fascinating beauties, the 

whole Floricultural Press is so kindly disposed, 

that though we are—perhaps because of our 

fewness and isolation—no longer in possession 

of our own little works, such as so largely were 

the Midland Florist and the Gossip of the 

Garden, yet no florist need lack an outlet for 

his inquiries, information, experience, joys, and 

sorrows. To go no further than these kindly 

pages, The Florist is more than “ Midland 

and Mr. Hepworth, writing about our Tulips, 

still loved with all the ardour of old times, 

though the wide floral world may not have 

lately noted it, makes me glad to join in the 

Tulip-talk with him. 
No. 37. IMPERIAL SERIES. 

Since we can remember Tulips, though he 

is a generation older than I, and Samuel Bar- 

low, an elder brother, the White-Ground classes 

have risen with sharper contrast from, and 

among, each other ; while the Yellow-Grounds, 

the Bizarres, have developed into two well- 

separated sets of marking, red and black. 

In purity, shape, substance, colour, and 

decision of marking, all are much more near 

their projected standards of perfection. We 

have brighter scarlets in the Roses ; and in the 

Byblcemens nearer approaches to the violet, 

chocolate, and black of this difficult and re¬ 

markable type ; and purer whites in both. In 

these classes, all this has helped us to keep 

clear of those beautiful but pei’plexing flowers, 

the Rosy-Byblocmens, a marginal class in 

which a flower, opening not quite scarlet 
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enough for a Bose, never continues in one 

stay, and dies not quite dark enough for a 

Bybloemen. This confusion seems due to a 

mixture of red and violet shades. Where blue 

tints blend with black, as in a flower like 

Hai'dy’s Talisman, the flower is a good Bybloc- 

men ; and where the red is brightened, as in 

vermilion, the resulting scarlets form brilliant 

varieties of the Eose class, such as are Modesty, 

Annie McGregor, or a feathered break of Kate 

Connor. (0, brother Barlow ! let me treasure 

here the memory of the loved and only one 

that you and I ever had, and that was killed 

in an accident on a journey!) 

There can be no doubt but that progress will 

continue to reward thoughtful perseverance 

with seedlings, and that, with flowers of the 

best form, will come the white that needs no 

bleaching, and colours of ripe intensity from 

the first. 

I quite agree with the veteran Mr. Hep- 

worth, that the Bizarres, the j’ellow grounds, 

have proved themselves deserving of the honour 

of distinction into two equally-valued classes, 

by virtue of the magnificent contrasts between 

our best bright reds, such as Storer’s Dr. 

Hardy and Orion, and the raven-black of 

Masterpiece. This seems a natural division, 

which we only embarrass ourselves by ignor¬ 

ing. It is a distinction fully recognised in 

the Carnation in the difference between its 

scarlet and crimson bizarres; but in the 

Tulips it remains a difficulty, and one 

which a judge may keenly feel before two 

flowers running one another so close, that he 

may see no point for his decision but his own 

private preference for this or that colour in 

the flame and feather. 

Points should be founded on settled merits, 

and not on floating tastes. 

The scope for a grower’s individual likings 

lies in his home collection. There, in the 

sanctity of his own garden, he may, if he be 

enough one-eyed and colour-blind, banish from 

his Tulip-beds the Scarlet Bizarre, and confine 

himself to nothing but black velvet in the 

ground-colours of his edged Auriculas ; but no 

such preferences should weigh in public against 

flowers that add to high worth in other points 

the very valuable one of some decided fresh 

break in colour. 

In the shape of the florist Tulip, there are 

several important properties besides the correct 

shortness of the cup, such as breadth, smooth¬ 

ness, and substance of the petals, and their 

evenness on the edge, and in their height. 

Where these are well combined, a little, and 

sometimes a good deal, of deviation from the 

standard length of the cup is practically 

allowable still. There are flowers at the 

Eoyal National Show, both old and new, that 

are certainly long in the cup ; and we have had 

to bear with these, encouraged, however, by 

fine seedlings from such raisers as Dr. Hardy, 

Luke Aslimole, Storer, and others, flowers that 

show great advancement in this supreme point 

of form. 

Planting-time has come and gone again. No 

one need fear for the welfare of his bulbs who 

can consign them to deep beds of strong, turfy, 

yellow loam. The Tulip naturally roots afresh 

about the third week in September, and there¬ 

fore by the middle of October it begins to show 

evident signs that it longs to be underground. 

Where the beds are in no way protected, this is 

generally a safer month for the work than No¬ 

vember, beyond the earlier part of which the 

operation should not be delayed. But planting is 

not such a matter of punctuality as taking up 

should be. Not that, like tubers of the Eanun- 

culus, the Tulip is in danger of rooting again 

soon after dying down, but that there is cer¬ 

tainly a happy moment for harvesting these 

bulbs during their closing life above ground. 

If taken up as soon as the stems will bend 
double without a sharp snap, and the foliage 
tips show that the sap is ebbing, it will be 
found both that the young bulb is perfectly 
formed, and also that though it may ap¬ 
pear white enough to seem naked save for 
the worn-out shells of the old root, yet it 
is not really so. Its outermost layer is an 
exceedingly fine skin, which now will ripen 
closely round the young bulb, with most per¬ 
fect fit and finish, and will encase it, for the 
whole period of its outward rest, in a bright 
transparent wrapper, apparently air-tight, and 
therefore of great use in keeping the bulb from 
loss by evaporation. But if the work of taking 
up be delayed till this stage of maturity is past, 
this protective covering thickens and darkens, 
and with the drying of the bulb will readily 
split and peel off. It is best to dress them 
over as soon as the old shells and old fibres are 
perfectly withered and dry, keeping off-sets, if 
possible, at their mother’s side, or sheltered, if 
naturally loose, in one of the old shells in which 
they often lie. 




